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INTRODUCTION 
Budgetary control has been treated in detail by 
many authors. Since its initial a pplication to industry 
wa s made in the field of expense, much has been written from 
the strict accounting viewpoint. Budgeting was conceived as 
a tool of financial, not operat ive manag ement. However, 
recently more e mphasis has been placed on budgetary control 
as a tool of line manag ement. This viewpoint is adopted in 
t h e t h esis. 
Budgetary control is a management system whose 
purpose i s to plan, control and, when necessary, alter the 
operations of an enterprise to achieve a desired status at 
the end of the budg eted period. 
The data on which any plan is based may change; 
and similarly, top management's conception of a desi r aale 
future position may change. The budget plan, then, is 
never static, but must be revised when warranted to reflect 
these changes. 
The system of budgetary control is more durable. 
It is the means by whi ch the budget plan is carried out. 
In its control function, it draws together the other 
manag ement control systems--name ly: accounting , produc tion 
and inventory control, quality control, and industrial 
engineering--into a comprehensive tool of manag ement for 
7 
the control of business operations. The methods and 
techniques of these control systems are indirectly incorp-
orated into the budgetary control system. 
Budgetary con trol is translated into operating 
terms through the medium of sub- and detail budgets. The 
thesis assumes that it is at this point--the point of in-
curring costs and e xpenses--that control is most efficiently 
app lied. It shows how management can effectively control 
the detail budgets, and thus, overall budget performance. 
The thesis traces the evolution of control from 
basic org anizational considerations through periodic review 
of budget performance. A log ic a l method of developing 
expense control procedure is: (1) to define responsibility 
for budget administration and operation prior to installing 
the plan; (2) to secure co-ordination as a means of assur-
ing the success of future operations under a system of 
budg etary control; (3) to co-ordinate budgetary control 
efforts with those of the other management control systems 
in a manner that will provide an accurate, timely flo w of 
control data to the co-ordinating authority; (4) to prepare 
sound objectives for budgeted activity; and (5) to conduct 
adequate follow-up of performance under the plan. 
The thesis does not attempt to develop a complete 
budgetary control system. Procedure and form will vary with 
t be enterprise to which a system is a pplied. Rather, certain 
principles, applicable to any installation, are proposed. 
8 
In each problem area, only those solutions considered most 
practical are presented. 
It is hoped that the thesis will provide the 
es sentials of budget control without encumbering the reader 
with details of construction, which are properly the subject 
of investigations from the purely accounting standpoint. 
9 
CHAPTER I 
PROVIDING A CONTROL ORGANIZATION 
It has been said that: "The function of org anizing 
is the work of creating in advance the b a sic conditions t h at 
are a prerequisite for a successful exec~tion of a particular 
plan."·::- App lying this view to budg etary planning and control 
in an enterprise emphasizes the imp ortance of org anization to 
the proper administration and operation of the budget plan. 
Equally important is a prudent assignment of operational and 
administrative responsibilities among organizational units. 
A. PROVIS IONS FOR B1IDGET ADMI NISTRATION 
The Role of Budget Administration in~ Line-Staff 
Org anization. Since its general acceptance by industry in 
the nineteen twenties, the budgetary planning and control 
concept has matured into a complex and specialized manage-
ment tool for controlling operations. Early a ppli cations to 
financial operations naturally led to the assumption of ad-
ministrative duties by corporate financial officers. The 
National Industrial Conference Board, in 1931, reported that, 
-!(2' p. 63. 
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out of 93 business organizations investigated, those most 
often reported in charge of budgets were: Treasurer, 24; 
Controller, 27; the remainder reported miscellaneous officers 
in charge of the function.* Since that time, owing to in-
creasing complexity and coverage, many organizations have 
separated the budgeting function from finance, and have 
established separate budget departments with full-time bud-
get administrators. 
As with so many other specialized management func-
tions, the high de gree of complexity and the need for a uni-
form approach have combined to place budget administration 
in a staff role, as an aid to operating management. 
If the budget staff is to provide maximum service 
to the line, the limits of its authority and responsibility 
must be fixed clearly; otherwise, the value of the budget 
plan may be impaired seriously by conflict. Swift action 
on important matters will not be taken. One major corpora-
tion recognizing the objectives of service and advice to the 
line, defines the general dutie s and limitations of its bud-
get staff as follows: 
The prime function of the budget staff • • • is to 
is to assist all levels of management in carrying out 
the control responsibility. The specific aspects of 
such staff function are as follows: (1) to establish 
appropriate budget structures relating responsibility 
for planning and control to authority for incurring 
expenditures and responsibility for results, based on 
~!-12, p • 45 • 
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the principle that responsibility should b e decentralized 
as far as practicable; (2) Establish appropriate 
schedules for development of budget proposals; (3) Assist 
operating personnel in completing plans and determining 
costs; (4) Analyze profit objectives resulting from com-
posite operating plans and advise manag ement on: (a) de-
sirable revisions of plans; (b) action needed to improve 
profit performance; (5) Desig n appropriate internal con-
trol reports; (6) Analyze operating results and assist 
operating management in determining corrective action.~~ 
Of course, it is impossible to spell out the action 
to be taken in every situation. But, if policy has been 
developed to its practical limits, questions can usually be 
resolved in accordance with that policy. 
Centralization versus Decentralization. In the 
larger, multi-plant organizations of today, the question a-
rises regarding the extent to which authority for budget ad-
ministration should be retained at bsadquarters. Practice 
varies from complete centralization of the function to com-
plete decentralization. In many organizations, the trend 
has been toward decentra lization. The degree of decentraliza-
tion that is practical and economical varies with prevailing 
conditions and the objectives of the enterprise. Some, not 
all, of the conditions which must be appraised in determin-
ing how far decentralization should be carried are: 
12 
1. The size of the org anization and the complexity of 
its functionalization. 
2. The geographical dispersion of its activities. 
3. The availability of compete n t, trained budget per-
sonnel in adequate numbers. 
4. The competence and managerial ability of local 
management. 
5. The condition of organizational morale. 
6. The quality of planning for future growth. 
7. The extent to which policy has been developed and 
disseminated. 
8. The speed and accuracy of available communication, 
services and equipment. 
9. The de gree of standardization of operating conditions. 
10. The degree and extent of emergency that must be 
handled. 
11. The de gree of organizational instability and the 
rate of personnel turnover.* 
There are important advantages to be gained by cen-
tralizing the budget administration func tion.-lHl- Certainly, 
it makes for greater functional excellence. A headquarters 
staff is more likely to be aware of t he latest techniques and 
practices in its field; and the qualifications and broader 
outlook of headquarte rs personnel are valuable in assuring 
efficient administration. Home office administration insures 
greater uniformity and standardization of procedure, thus 
facilitating the summarization of budget information for 
-l!-2, p p. 7 8 -9. 
·lHH2, pp. 55-7. 
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control and report purposes. Thirdly, staff is more effi-
ciently used if centralized. Fewer personnel are required 
to do t h e job. 
Conversely, decentralization of budget administra-
tion has many advantages. It makes possible fast action on 
local problems, to the greater satisfaction of division ex-
ecutives and efficiency of local operation. It gives divi-
sion line management control over staff groups whose ex-
pe nses are ultimately charged a gainst the division. It as-
sures that local proble ms and peculiarities will be given 
full weight. 
It is possible to compromise and still retain the 
most important advantages of both philosophies. A head-
quarters staff unit can be maintained for developing systems 
and policy. Local staff units can operate within the frame-
work of headquarters policy and be responsible to the head-
quarters in this area. In the operation of their function 
in the division, they can be made responsible to division 
line management. 
Thus, centralized planning and control, in conjunc-
tion with decentralized operation is a logical method of re-
taining guidance of overall company operation at headquarters 
while placing responsibility and authority for results at 
the division operating level. 
The Budget Administrator. The budget administrator 
has a unique position among staff people. In his liaison 
14 -
between operating executives and top management, he must be 
able to adequately represent operating plans and problems to 
top manag ement on the one hand, and filter dovm top manage-
ment thinking to operating executives on the other.{} Tact 
and diplomacy are required of him to a degree seldom expected 
of other staff men. As with other staff people, the number 
of requests for his opinions, advice and services is a good 
me a sure of his success in the discharge of his responsibilities. 
The duties of the budget administrator are com-
prehensive. In one large corporation, he is expected to: 
1. Interpret and apply the policies and practices 
developed at headquarters. 
2. Establish a budgetary control report system in ac-
cordance with assigned responsibilities and 
authorities. 
3. Maintain and use pertinent sta tistic a l records as 
needed. 
4. Co-operate with industrial eng ineering and systems 
and procedures staffs in establishing engineered 
budget standards.# 
5. Assist line and staff executives in preparing bud-
get requests. 
6. Integrate departmental objectives into a compre-
hensive forecast for division manag ement. 
7. Interpret the division forecast, making appropriate 
recommendations to management. 
8. Submit reports on his interpretation of operating 
results to line management as a basis for executive 
action.** 
*3, pp. 317-18. 
# This point will be more fully explained in Chapter III. 
**29. 
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Many things may reduce the effectiveness of the 
budget administrator. The residual effects of poorly con-
ceived and administered efforts at budgetary control may be 
manifested in resistance to his attempts to gain line ac-
ce ptance. An over-zealous management, eager to install the 
budgetary control system, may try, through him, to force the 
system on a reluctant operating management. 
It is sometimes easy f or the budget administra tor 
to forget that he is a staff man; and in his efforts to se-
cure action on budget variances, he may tend to assume line 
authority. This has often gained budget men the reputation 
of ''hatchet-men."·:~ Line people justly feel that staff is 
usurping line prerogatives. The ef fects of such action on 
morale may be disproportionate to the offense. 
To administer the budgetary control program ade-
quately, the budget administrator must first acquire a com-
plate famil i arity with company poli cy on the applic a tion of 
the basic principles of budgetary control. Secondly, he 
must know the limits of his authority on budgetary matters. 
Finally, he sh ould know and appreciate the human relations 
problems involved in budget administration.·:H!-
Committee versus Executive Action. In the earlier 
years of budgetary control application to industry, the 
-~24. 
{Hi-21, p • 28 • 
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budget committee was often the vehicle for budget administra-
tion. The reasons seem to be: (1) t he use of staff specialists 
for such functions had not yet been fully accepted; (2) t he 
technique was in its infancy, and there was a lack of trained 
budgetary control specialists; and, (3) t h e committee was a 
convenient device for developing and disseminating budgeting 
concepts and insuring the participation if management in 
budgetary programs. 
Undoubtedly, the use of commi ttees did much to 
spread the budgeting concept to all le v~ls of management. 
However, the increasing prestige of staff specialization, 
and the increasing complexity of budgeting procedures com-
bined, in later years, with the several limitations of com-
mittees in connection with budgeting , to replace them with a 
separate department under the control of a staff specialist. 
There are several disadvantages of using committees 
for budget administration. First, they are slow to act; in 
addition, they are expensive. Sec ondly, it is difficult to 
fix responsibility for fa i lures. Th irdly, particularly ag-
gressive members or cliques may unduly influence committee 
decisions .~f-
These limitations, however, do not restrict the use 
of committees for many management appli cations. They are 
-:~2, p. 110. 
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particularly useful when the benefits of collective judge-
ment and experience are desired or when decisions must be 
made with maximum care .1~ For this reason, committees are 
often used at top levels to decide matters pertaining to 
poiicy. Th eir use to obtain executive action in daily bud-
getary problems, however, is unjustified. 
B. PROVISIONS FOR BUDGET CONTROL 
Budget Control: A Line Function. It has been em-
phasized that budget administration is strictly a staff 
function. On the other hand, the control of budgets is a 
line responsibility. The operating foreman is responsible to 
his immediate superior for the successful operation of his 
department. He could not perform efficiently if he were re-
quired to report to each staff officer on matters concerning 
their fields. Control must be exercised through the regular 
organizational channels. Budgets t h emselves do not control. 
They do, however, provide line ma nagement with an excellent 
tool for control of operations. 
The availability of budget staff services to the 
line, along with the complete budget plan, provides lin e 
management with the means of ma king decisions quickly and 
accurately; and it furnishes a variety of specialized 
services for the analysis of c omplex problems .·rl--r.-
It must be remembered that the budget staff exists 
·)H}5, p . 21. 
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only to assist. Consequences of decisions on budget matters 
are a line responsibility; and therefore, control decisions 
are their pr e rogative. 
The question arises concerning h ow t he responsibility 
for budget control shall be place d in the line. As early as 
1 934, t h e difficulty of p lacing it on a sing le individual was 
realized. It was recognized that since the budget is made up 
of a number of sub-budgets, involving many different f unctions, 
it would be best to g ive the responsibility for control to the 
functional heads.* The emphasis since that time h as s h ifted 
slightly, though meaningfully, to placing the responsibility 
for budget control upon each manag ement individual for every 
item of cost and income within his control. This philosophy 
is summed up in an excerpt from the current budgetary con-
trol manual of a larg e electrical products manufacturing con-
c e rn: 
The responsibility for control of each item of cos t 
and income must be definitely assigned to a specific 
individual. This a s signment of respons ibility mus t be 
pushed just as far down in the organization as is neces-
sary t o obtain adequate -attention to the details of 
authorizing expendi tt1.re .~Ht-
This approach underscores the importance of adher-
ing to basic principles of sound organization, particularly 
in the area of defining the responsibilities of each manage-
ment position, from top manag ement down to first-line 
supervision. 
·n·5, p. 28. 
~t-21, p. 5. 
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Consolidating and Formalizing Organizational 
Relationships. Trying to work any plan without first estab-
lishing definite, harmonious org anizational relationships is 
11 
••• like trying to play a musi cal instrument that is out 
of tune."* There are several basic rules of good org anization 
which are of particular importance to a philosophy of bud-
geting which pushes authority and responsibility for budget 
control down to the first line of management. 
The first of these is the necessity for dele g ating 
responsibility and authority equally. Authority must be dele-
gated in the amount necessary to achieve the results for 
which the individual is held responsible. To i g nore this 
principle, is to invite lethargy in e xecutive action, in-
ability to fix responsibility for failures, and 11 buckpassing" 
among line management. It is pos sible to operate a concern 
without adhering strictly to the concept of commensurate 
delegation; but it is extremely detrimental to the morale of 
the organization and to the chance s of securing the greatest 
benefits from a budgetary control system. There is no place 
in a budget organization for the executive who deaegates the 
responsibility for results to subordinates wh ile retaining 
the necessary auth ority for achieving them. 
A situation was observed in which a department head 
would not allow his subordinates to act on many budget matters 
*7, p. 24. 
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which would normally come within the scope of their daily 
operating routine. He held them responsible for living 
within their budgets, but so closely circumscribed their 
ability to make decisions on budget matters that, in order 
to run his department, it was necessary for him to keep in 
close touch with operating details through almost daily 
meetings with his subord inates. These meetings took valu-
a b le time away from all concerned. One supervisor remarked 
that he hardly knew what was happening on the floor, he 
spent so much time in the office downstairs. He was also dis-
satisfied with the fact that, from time to time, he was 
forced to accept charges to his budget accounts decreed by 
his superior rather than normal operations. He had not 
planned for such charg es; and his efforts to live within 
his budget allowances were often thwarted by them. This 
state of affairs naturally led to ill feelings toward the 
department head and a lackadaisical attitude toward budget 
responsibilities. 
A second principle of good organization is that of 
grouping duties which are similar in function. This in-
creases effectiveness and reduces cost.* 
Adherence to this principle of functional homo-
geneity precludes duplication of effort in controlling 
costs and expenses. 
i~2, p. 70. 
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Applying it is like tearing the organization apart at the 
point of least resistance.~~ In addition to these benefits, 
functional homogeneity lessens the need for communication 
between units and helps reduce the amount of paper work 
needed to operate effectively. 
A concern organizing for budgetary control in ac-
cordance with the responsibility concept must also consider 
the effective span of oontrol under which its supervisory 
and executive personnel can operate. "Span of control" is 
used here in its broad sense to cover not simply the number 
of people supervised, but the total res ponsibility of the 
superv~or, including his responsibilities for men, materials 
and money. 
The degree of control obtainable under the bud-
getary system will tend to decrease, other things being 
equal, as the span of control of responsible executives in-
creases. It has been estimated that the number of minor 
superv~ory executives which can be effectively assigned to 
a higher executive will vary from three to eight or nine, 
according to existing situations.~H~ Additions to supervisory 
and executive responsibilities, including the responsibility 
for budgetary control, tend to either "spread him too thin," 
and . thus decrease his overall effe c tiveness, or cause him to 
concentrate his efforts on the control of those areas he 
f eels are most important--to the detriment of the others. 
-~7, p. 31. 
->H:-2, p. 73 • 
Thus, in considering the effects of the assignment 
of budget control responsibilities to line management, top 
management mus t appraise not only the effects of current span 
of control on executive effectiveness, but also what effects 
the new responsibilities of budget control will have on it. 
When an administrative and control organization has 
been provided, it is necessary to co-ordinate the efforts of 
the many individuals involved in budgetary control. Other-
wise, the full benefits of the system will not be realized. 
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CHAPTER II 
CO-ORDINATION AND INCENTIVE DEVELOPMENT 
Co-ordination and incenti ve development are largely 
matters of (1) indoctrination; (2) relating the areas to be 
co-ordinated to pers onal goals; and (3) providing the proper 
climate by removing the obstacles to achieving them. However, 
the problems of co-ordination and incentive development are 
not easily solved. Ye ars of living in a certain org anizational 
climate cannot be forgotten overnight with the installation 
of a new order. Over a period of time, especially in 
org anizations of long standing , certain relationships among 
people have sprung up; certain "setsn of mind have become en-
trenched. Ways of handling things have been developed under 
the old system of manag ement. These climates of opinion and 
action, however inefficient and undesirable they may be from 
t he point of view of modern management, are not e as ily c h anged 
to conform to new systems. An inte r view with the Budget 
Director of one corporation recalled the difficulty he had, 
when he assumed his present duties, of convincing line manage-
ment that their own superiors, not he, were in charg e of the 
control of their budgets. For some time afterwards, they 
continued to inform him of the reasons for variances and to 
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ask him for budget increases, instead of e oing to their own 
superiors for help. It has taken a full year for him to con-
vince thsm that he is not i n charg e of budget control.* 
It is evident that some means of getting manage-
ment to t h ink uniformly about budget matters must be devised. 
It is intended to show here how manag ement can secure co-
ordination of thought and a c tion, and develop high morale 
both prior to and during the operation of the budgetary con-
trol system. 
A. BUDGET ORIENTATION OF RESPONSIBLE MANAGE MENT 
Management Training. Co-ordination may be classi-
fied into co-ordination of thought and co-ordination of ac-
tion.~Hf- The two are dis tinct. Co-ordinated action does not 
necessarily follow the co-ordination of thousht. In the case 
of budgeting , however, co-ordination of action is provided by 
the budget staff once line management thinking has bee n co-
ordinated through manag ement training. This co-ordination 
of though t within and among organizational components is pro-
vided by the acceptance of common concepts by the indivi-
duals who comprise the groups • .;HHI- This fact speaks for the 
necessity of undertaking a program of orientation and train-
ing prior to the a c tual installation of budgetary control. 
*29. 
-~-l~2, p. 105. 
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Oth erwise, the co-ordination of action claimed as an advan-
tag e of budg etary control cannot be fully re alized.~} The 
partic i pants must be thinking from a common conceptual 
bas is. 
Management training meth ods are not new in industry; 
and many concerns have in effect some means of providing train-
ing, both g eneral and specif ic, to manag ement people. There 
is no reason why budgetary training cannot be assimilated 
into the present training structure. 
There are, however, some tra ining considerations 
that apply particularly to training for budg etary control. 
Budget edu cation should start at t he top and filter down 
through the organization to first-line supervision.** As in 
t he introduction of any management c ontrol plan or program, 
the co-operation and support of top management is essential 
to success. At this level, training should consist of an 
orientation to the principles and procedures of the control 
plan, and the benefits--personal and organizationa l--to be 
gained by its installation. It is desirable, if the plan is 
in effect in other divisions, to set up a "task-force" of 
executives familiar with the operation and results of the 
plan in these div isi ons t o guide discussion and aid in 
answering questions which may arise concerning the plan. To 
assure a uniform follow-through, these same people ·should be 
called upon later to assist in the i ns tallation of the plan. 
*5 P. 13. 
~H!-6, P. 368. 
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These initial discussions and conferences are valuable in 
b ringing to light certain pec u liarities of division ope ra-
tions which can be allowed for in the program before installa-
tion , t h u s a voiding l a ter division manag ement complaints about 
headquarters' "ivory-tower" thinking. 
As the budget orientati on or top manag ement nears 
completion, the training program may be e x tended to the middle 
and lower management levels. An i mportant consideration in 
extending t h e prog ram is that it is easier to arouse man a g e-
ment interest and stimula te thinking about the job if the 
p a rticipants are on the s ame level.* A classification or 
manag ement should be underta ken for this purpose, and the 
di vision of presentation and discu ssion material made to fit 
each class. The methods of training wh ich can be used in the 
prog ram are several; they include: the lecture method, the 
study meth od, based on the use of prepared material, and the 
conference method.~BI-
In determining the tenor of manag ement thinking a-
bout the proposed budgetary program, the conference method is 
valuable. Since the conference method assumes that the know-
ledg e required for discussion is alre a dy possessed by the 
g roup, however, it is limited in disseminating information a-
bout t h e prog ram.·:H!-·:f Its u s e for this purpose would probably 
resu lt in degeneration of the sessions into a serie s or argu-
ments on topics only vaguely compreh ended by the group. 
~:-2, p. 800. 
·lH:-2, P • 8 01. 
-~-:~-~~Ibid. 
( 
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The best methods to use will be chosen according to 
the degree of suceess the concern has enjoyed in using them 
in the past--subjetct, of course, to the limitations of the 
methcxl s themselve::1. 
The information that is presented to the various 
groups should be r·estricted in scope to that which each group 
will find necessary to the adequate performance of its budget 
duties. 
The importance of training prior to installation 
can hardly be overemphasized. One authority estimates that 
budget installation involves approximately twenty-five per-
cent technique and seventy-five percent education • .;!-
In addition to training for installation, it is 
desirable that a means of keeping all levels of management 
informed regarding the progress of the plan be provided. 
Carrier Corporation has a management group called the "Carrier 
Cabinet," composed of the company's top executive officers 
and all persons in important superv:ILsory and technical posi-
tions. At the group's monthly meeting , t he approved budget 
is presented in some detail so that executives may not only 
view the plan in its entirety, but also the position of their 
own group relative to that of other groups.*-l} Ideally, such 
a procedure should be carried on continuously at all leve ls 
of management .·:HH~ 
-~6, p. 366. 
-lHHl, PP. 36-9. 
~HP-!·6, P • 366 • 
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The status of any budget plan is subject to change to compen-
sate for changes in both internal and external business fac-
tors. To insure continuous ma nagement support at all levels, 
some means must be provided to inform the org anization of 
changes as they are made. Providing a constant flow of in-
formation is bound to engender at least an awareness of the 
interdependence of the various departments; and the resultant 
identification with a common .objective is well worth the ex-
pense of any reasonable methods of keeping management informed. 
Thus, the problem of budget orientation is twofold: 
enlisting co-operation and co-ordination in the org anization 
prior to installing the plan; and continuing the benefits 
gained after the installation has been made, t h rough a con-
stant flow of information down through the budget 
organization. 
The Budget Manual. An important adjunct to manage-
ment training is the budget manual. It is a vehi cle of both 
policy and procedure. In its capacity of policy vehicle, it 
lays down princ i ples for g overning group relations effective-
ly.~} In setting down company policy on budgetary control, 
as well as the rules which apply, manag ement, while not pre-
eluding arguments regarding the soundness of the policy, is 
at least providing the re a soning behind the rules--which, if 
they stand by themselves, may provide the basis of opposition 
to the policy.-::-·:} 
~~-2' p. 67. 
-:HI-2 , P • 3 9 • 
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There are basic considerations in the establishment 
of policies which must be recognized if the budget manual is 
to be really effective.* 
Policies must be comprehensive. They must cover 
the majority of situations which may arise in their area; 
otherwise, their usefulness is limited. 
They should be flexible and stable within the range 
of foreseeable events, or they will not remain in force long 
enough to become effe6tive. 
They must be written in clear, accurate language 
to assure that they will be uniformly interpreted throughout 
the organization. 
Finally, policies must be based on sound funda-
mental principle s . 
The justification for the preparation of a budget 
manual lies in its power of co-ordination of manag ement ac-
tion.-:H~ Used in combination with management training, it is 
useful in translating the common concepts developed in train-
ing into co-ordinated, harmonious budgetary control. 
How detailed should the budget manual be? The same 
considerations should g overn here as in training: the extent 
of discussion and detail presented should be commensurate 
with the needs of those to whom the manual will be distributed. 
In this connection, it might be well to prepare the manual in 
-~~2 , p. 41. 
-lH~3 , P • 3 7 4 • 
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loose-leaf form so that applicable sections and summaries can 
be distributed to those concerned with only limited aspects 
of the plan. A further advantage of semi-permanent prepara-
tion is that as emphasis, organization and policies chang e, 
t he se changes can be prepared and distributed without the 
necessity for preparing new edi t ions. Complete copies should 
be serially numbered--because of their confidential nature--
and distributed judiciously. 
B. HUMAN CONSIDERATIONS IN BUDGET CONTROL 
With the establishment of a comprehensive plan of 
budget orientation, the first step has been taken toward 
developing co-ordination and incentive. The second step is 
to relate the aims of co-ordination to the p ersonal goals of 
those whose efforts are to be co-ordinated. 
Budget Characteristics versus Co-ordination. It 
is certainly true tha t budgetinc has more in common with the 
field of human relations than with the field of accounting.~~ 
Because all executives, no matter how competent, have human 
failings, budgets are often used as instruments of pressure 
upon those who are charged with controlling expenditures. 
To the extnet that budget pressures can be kept to a minimum 
without impairing the success of the plan, budg etary control 
will succeed without impairing organizational effectiveness. 
-r.-18, P. 58. 
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Excessive and continued pressure on management 
people through budget control inevitably has an enervating 
effect on morale. It may show up in several areas. 
Exce s sive budget pressure may cause dissension, both 
within departments and between staff and factory.~~ 
In one factory department, this situation occurred: 
There was an expense account of large annual dollar 
value which was under the control of one foreman. Though 
several departments used the services of the expense labor 
charg ed to the account, it was felt that the account should 
be the responsibility of one man, since the expense labor was 
performed in his department. The foreman was under consider-
able pressure to keep this particular account in line. How-
ever, he could not predict the demand for services of the 
departments who requested them. Arbitrarily, he set percent-
ages by which he could apportion the expense to the using 
departments. This percentage breakdown was re-figured monthly 
on the basis of service rendered. Thereafter, the foreman was 
able to keep his budget in line with his allowance. The other 
using departments, however, were extremely dissatisfied with 
the apportionment method. They felt that they were being 
forced to accept charges to the account in excess of the con-
trolling foreman's budget allowance; and that he was using 
them to make his performance picture look good to higher 
*14, P. 101. 
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management. Every month brought another argument as to the 
reasonableness of the prora tion. This altercation had spread 
to all the dealings among them, and had decreased their ef-
fectiveness as a production team. 
Another unde s irable effect of excessive budget pres-
sure is "internalizing . "~1- It i s p erhaps more dangerous tha n 
ope n conflict, because its effects a re not immediately ap-
parent. Ove r a period of time, it is manifested in the fore-
man 's at t itude toward his job, his superiors and the company. 
Natura lly, neither of t h e s e alternatives is desir-
a b le. Yet, t t.ere are certa in cha r a cteristics of budgets 
themselves, and their admi nistra tion, which tend to put pres-
sure upon the respon sible people. 
For examp le, t h e presence of budget records is an 
incentive to the supervisor to cons ider his own department 
to t h e detriment of others·*·:~ It localize s his alleg iance 
and g i v es rise to s itua tions like the one jus t described. 
The purpose of budgets i s to evaluate; and the mere 
presence of goals to be met introduces an element of pressure .-:HH:-
The gre a test budget pressure is applied when times 
are bad, thus compounding other pres s ure s, at h ome and in the 
plant, to wh ich the supervisor is subjected•**** 
*15, p. 101. 
*{:-15, p . 106. 
{HH!-15, P. 97 • 
-lHHHI-15 , P. 102 • 
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Continuous use of budgets as pressure devices gives 
rise to other, more permanent types of compensating pressures 
from the group upon whom it is exercised. These compensating 
pressures do not greatly diminish with a decrease in budget 
pressures. Foremen's unions may result from e x cessive control; 
and it is reasonable to expect that simply lightening the bur-
den will not serve to dissolve the union once it has been es-
tablished. As one writer vividly put it; "· •• by using 
such pres s ure, management has mortgaged the future. • • ".'l. . .. 
It is true that training and conditioning for con-
trol can minimize its effects;*·:~ but, there are limits to 
training considerations, which can be broached by excessive 
control. 
In spite of the pressure aspects of budgets, a 
means of securing co-ordination must be found. Human prob-
lems in budgeting can be minimized greatly by an attempt to 
appreciate the position of those who must operate within 
budget limits. 
For example, affected supervisors must have a voice 
in the establishment of their budgets.~~H~ Real parti c ipation 
should be encouraged. Whether budget requests are submitted 
by them or budget allowances are developed for t h em by the 
bud get staff or others, their active participation should be 
~f-15, P. 102. 
·:H}l8 , P • 61. 
~HH~l5, P. 108. 
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encouraged. No supervisor should be expected to be enthusi-
astic about meeting a budget which he feels to be unrealistic. 
Another important area in which factory conditions 
must be considered is in the interpretation of performance 
under the budget.~!- People away from the factory level are 
likely to over-simplify interpretation, and do the foreman 
an injustice in appraising his performance. 
Finally, when budget revision becomes necessary, 
it should not be undertaken without review and full discus-
sion of proposed changes with the affected supervisors.~H~ 
They must be convinced of the validity of the reasons behind 
the change before they can be expected to give their whole-
hearted support to the new budget. 
Co-ordination of thought on budgetary matters is 
often oonsidered a logical responsibility of the budget ad-
ministrator.·~c·:H~ However, there are certain aspects of the 
relationship of budget administrators to line management 
which make it difficult for them to act in this capacity. 
The success of budget administrators is measured, in part 
by the errors of line management which they uncover. 
Secondly, the policy of requesting the budget ad-
ministrator to report variations from budget to his line 
superior, in order to avoid burying budget information due 
~}21, P. 7. 
~H:-Ibid • 
·:Hl-*2, P • 105 • 
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to conflicting interests, compounds the humiliation of the 
affected supervisor; for he knows that top management is a-
ware of his unsatisfactory performance.* 
These factors usually operate to cause friction be-
t ween the line and the budget staff. To minimize budget staff-
line friction, it should be required of budget administrators 
t h at they have in their background some training in human re-
lations. Such training would help them in perceiving the hu-
man implications of budgets and the effects of pressure on 
peop le, thus adding to their effectiveness as a co-ordinating 
Financial Incentives. In relating the aims of 
management people to those of the organization, management 
may consider a supervisory incentive plan. There are many 
plans in general use. It may be advisable to consider tailor-
ing one of the se, or developing a plan to fit the organization. 
Whatever method is used, there are bas ic requirements essential 
to securing the maximum benefits of supervisory incentives. 
The most important are: 
1. The plan should be simple and within the mental grasp 
of those to whom it applies. 
2. The standards should vary with job duties. 
3. The reward should be a true reflection of contribution. 
4. It should be substantial as compared with regular 
wages. 
-IH5, PP. 103-4. 
·lHH5, P. 110. 
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5. It should be presented as 8omething earned, rather 
than given. 
6. If it is a group bonus, _no cons ideration should be 
g iven to differences in performance within the 
group. 
7. The factors f or which wages are paid shou ld not be 
cons ide red in the plan.-:~ 
One supervisor inte rviewed on his feelings about his 
company's plan said: "Sure, we've g ot a bonus plan, but we 
don't get much from it--probably a hundred or two hundred 
dollars a year. Now, if we got a month's wages •••• " Per-
haps this bonus plan was not as effective as it migb t h ave 
been had the benefits to the foremen been more substantial. 
A supervisory bonus plan should not be undertaken 
lightly. Installing one in an. org anization where authority 
and responsibility were not clearly defined would probably 
do much to weaken morale and destroy co-ordination. 
There are potentia l stumb ling-blocks to the ef-
fective working of supervisory bonus plans which are inherent 
in the budgetary control system. It is difficult to set com-
pletely fair and accurate standards by which to judge perfor-
mance; and the presence of inequities can work against the 
co-ordination the plan is designed to encourage. 
In addition, there is the tendency for the foreman 
to stress budget performance to the detrime nt of necessary 
action.iH~ 
iH3, Ch. IV. 
·:Hl-18, P. 63. 
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In an interview, one foreman told of . . this inc ident: 
He was budgeted for twelve cleaning s per year of the lubri-
cation systems on his ma chines. Be cause of a heavy manu-
facturing load, he f ound it necessary to have the work done 
on the third shift at a higher cost than normal. Naturally, 
he ran an unfavorab le budget variance. When it became 
necessary to clean the systems a gain , realizing that he had 
to live with in his budget to present a g ood performanc e pic-
ture, he cleaned only half the sys t erns. Over a long peri od 
of time, t h is would show up in increased maintenance costs. 
In those organizations where a supervisory bonus 
plan is in effect, it may not be a simp le matter to tie bud-
get performance into it. If the limitations c an be overcome, 
however, supe rvisory ince n tive pla ns may furnish an effective 
means of co-ordination and incentive development. 
C. LINE AND STAFF CONFLICT 
Conflicting Viewpoints. The two outstanding charac-
teristics of the specialized staff are: (1) it has no authority 
over other organizational groups, and (2) it is available f or 
use by all units, within the limits of company policy or prac-
tice.{!- This doe'S not imp ly that staff men cannot make de-
c isions. There are areas in which they make decisions that 
are as f ar-reaching as those made by the line. 
*12, p. 38. 
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Staff units are often assigned the authority for 
making certa in line decisions. This authority, when given, 
is usually closely circumscribed by top management in recog-
nition of the fact that it usurps line authority. 
Staff managers daily make important decisions in 
providing service to the line. They decide the areas upon 
which the efforts of their staffs will be concentrated, what 
special programs will be undertaken, the extent of investi-
gations, and many other important points in the conduct of 
their functions.* 
However, the fact that they c an, in some cases, 
make l i ne decisions, does not mean that they have authnrity 
over the line; and a hazy definition of the limits of staff 
authority in making line decisions vvill inevitably give 
rise to confusion and conflict concerning these limits. 
Where auth ority and responsibility for business 
operation are as finely split and closely allied as they 
are in a line-staff organization, it is not difficult to see 
t h at conflicts will arise. Common symptoms of line-staff 
friction are: delay and disagreement in decision-making; 
complaints of both line and staf P people concerning each 
other; and unity of line or staff in common resistance to 
e a ch other.~~:~ 
·:t-12' p. 58. 
·:B:-12, P • 70 • 
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A common complaint of line management a g ainst staff 
is that it tends to assume line authority. This is often true 
to an extent. Staff management sometimes forgets that it 
e x ists to provide service; and staff people may try to push 
their prog rams upon a reluctant line management without first 
selling them. Often, staffs are g iven an undue measure of 
power over line activities by higher line manag ement in an 
effort to assure the success of staff plans in which top 
manag ement is particularly interested. 
The complaint against staff that it is too narrow 
in its viewpoint to see the total ope rating picture is often 
heard. Staff can easily justify this criticism by failing 
to keep line people informed of what it is doing in the plant. 
The ma nager is understandably indignant when he is presented 
with a staff plan or program which he can see will not work, 
especially when he could have brought out this fact had he 
been consulted. 
From the staff viewpoint, the line is often res-
ponsible for conflict. They sometimes feel that line manage-
ment does not make full use of their services. They are not 
asked to participate in plans and programs in which they feel 
that their specia lized knowledge and skill is valuable. 
The fact that opinions and methods are slow to change 
may cause staff to comp lain that the line resists new ideas. 
Staff people often cannot understand why line managers refuse 
to accept ideas which they h ave worked long and carefully to 
develop, perhaps at the request of these s ame managers. 
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There are situations each can point to in justifi-
cation of its criticisms. But, despite them, in countless 
concerns, line and staff work in effective, if sometimes 
strained, harmony. Howe ver, conflict between line and staff 
does detract from organizational effectiveness, and the ob-
jective of forward-looking management should be to strive 
continuously to better line-staff relationships to the end 
of increasing the effectiveness of the management group. 
Establishing Harmony. If management hopes to a-
chieve the maximum benefits of a budgetary control system, 
it is essential that confli ct, especially in the area of 
budget administration, be resolved. This requires the ef-
forts of both groups, but particularly those of staff, for 
it has the service to sell. 
vVhat contribution can staff make to establishing 
harmony? The main points might be summarized as follows: 
1. Staff should limit its operations to conform with 
the objectives of the company as a whole. In many 
cases, this may mean subordination of the staff 
aim of technical perfection, where the benefits to 
be gained do not justify extensive work. Special 
programs and investigations which staff may wish 
to conduct, may have to be deferred indefinitely.~} 
2. Staff must gain much more than a superficial ac-
quaintance with lin~ problems to be of real value. 
Staff people must look at line problems through 
the eyes of the line; for ultimately, it is the 
line that will accept or reject staff recommendations. 
*12, P. 76. 
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3. Staff must work with the line on the problems the 
line people feel are most urgent. Often, line 
pe ople may not re alize the full significance of cer-
tain conditions which the staff man quickly sees to 
be major problems. In this case, it is the staff 
man's duty to make the manager aware of the problem 
and to arouse his inte rest in its solution. 
4. Staff should endeavor to establish h armony on a per-
sonal basis. Nothing will aid t h e staff man more in 
the effective discharge of his duties than personal 
friends h i p with the people he is trying to help. It 
assures frank opinions on delicate matters, and free-
flowing communication between line and staff.~~ 
Line manag ement, for its part, can assist in es-
tablishing a harmonious relationship with staff peop le by re-
cognizing that staff is there for no other reason than to help 
t h em do a better job. The best way in which line can recog-
nize this fact is to make maximum use of staff services. ~~en 
staff's specialized knowledge and techniques can be used ad-
vantage ously in the solution of problems, staff should be con-
sulted. This does not me an that staff should be consulted on 
every line problem that arises. Staff is properly used only 
when economically justified and when the problem is within its 
SCO :Je. 
Finally, line management must keep staff informed 
of changes in operations which affect their activities. Staff 
cannot be expected to be fully e f fective when line manageme n t 
do e s not provide a timely flow of pertinent operating infor-
mation to them. 
-IH9, P. 5. 
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In one department of a large plant, the labor ef-
ficiency was very low. The foreman had been taken to task on 
the matter several times. The trouble was discovered in a 
chance investi gation into one of the foreman's expense accounts. 
Labor efficiency in this plant was determined by dividing the 
theoretical hours earned by direct labor personnel during the 
month by the standard number of theoretical hours possible, as 
determi ned by Industrial Engineering. The efficiency was 
lowered when the foreman beg an charg ing the time of several 
direct l abor people to one of h is expense accounts with out 
informing Industrial Eng ineering of the change. The fraction : 
Earned Theoretical Hours x 100 
Standard Theoretical Hours 
was reduced in the numerator, thus artificially lowering the 
efficiency of the department. 
The ne glect of the foreman in failing to notify the 
appropriate staff depa rtment of the change resulted in strain-
ing rela tions between the two departments, and in creating 
difficulties between the foreman and his own superiors. Had 
he informed Industrial Eng ineering when the change was made, 
there would have been no problem. 
CHAPTER III 
HARMONIZING THE BUDGETING PROCEDURE WITH OTHER 
MANAGEMENT CO NTROL SYSTEMS 
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The budg etary control system is the major control 
program of any concern which uses it. As such , it encom-
passes all other ma nag ement control systems. To avoid dupli-
cation and t o provide a constant, timely flow of budget in-
formation from the s e systems into t h e master plan of the 
org anization is of g reat importance to the effective operation 
of the budgetary control system. In addition to providing 
necessary information to the budget staff, these systems 
operate during the budgeted period to help meet the budgeted 
objectives. 
A look at a typical se que nc e of budget preparation 
will show how t h ese control systems aid in establishing the 
master budget. 
F irst, an amount of money necessary for dividends 
to stockholders and a conservative reserve balance is used 
to determine the minimum acceptable profit. Then, the ex-
pected sales volume is translated into necessary production, 
inventories considered. Th e production forecast is analyzed 
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into the materials and labor budgets, and the manufacturing 
expense budget. Marketing , sales and administrative expense 
are budgeted; and the effects of p lant requirements and 
capital outlay on financial condition are appraised. Finally, 
the financial budget and forecast profit and loss statements 
and balance sheets are prepared.* 
I t is readily seen that accounting, pr oduction and 
inventory control, quality control and industrial engineering 
all contribute to the master plan of operation. It is 
necessary, then, that the efforts of these systems be sche-
duled in such a manner as to contribute their maximum poten-
tial to assuring sound objectives and performance under the 
plan. In this connection, it is necessary to examine the re-
lationship of each of these functions to the budget procedure. 
A. ACCOUNTING 
General Accounting. The budget administrator must 
work closely with the Accounting Department.~~ In this manner 
a direct correlation between assignment of responsibility, the 
establishment of budgets, and the reporting of results will 
be obtained. 
An important consideration in budgeting is that the 
responsibility for budget control be pushed as far down the 
~~8, pp. 54-5. 
iH~21, P. 7 • 
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line as possible. This underlines the necessity for an ade-
quate chart or accounts by which expense and cost data can 
be accumulated in an orderly manner. Accounting , however, 
also must assure that cost and expense data will be suitable 
for inclusion in the company's books of general account and 
the resultant financial statements. 
Many charts of accounts have been set up to collect 
cost and expense data by specific type. Such bre akdowns may 
not be suitable for classifying asset, income and expense 
items according to the responsibility for their control.* 
Whe re this happens, it will be necessary to sub-divide ac-
counts further, and, in some cases, regroup items of cost 
and expense into different accounts. 
The particular breakdown of accounts will vary 
with the type of business, but there are several important 
fe a tures which it should possess. 
First, the breakdown should be fine enough so that 
expenses controlled by more than one person will not be 
charged to the same account. In one factory where budgetary 
control was in effect, two supervisors in separate depart-
ments were charging expenses to the same account. The ac-
count was the responsibility of one of these foremen; he 
submitted his budget request at the beginning of the year, 
and he was held responsible for staying within his allowance. 
This condition produced several undesirable results. The 
~1-25. 
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supervisor in charge of the acc ount limited the amount of 
money the other could charge to it, according to how much he 
himself had charged or had earmarked for spending --he did not 
consider the need s of the other s upervisor. This caused the 
de pendent s upervisor considerable difficulty in running h is 
depa rtment on several occasions when funds were not available 
to buy needed tools. It also cause d him to seek relief by 
charg ing needed items to other accounts, thus i mpa iring t h e 
usefulness of budget informa tion to management. F inally, it 
presented a distorted picture of the cost of running the t wo 
departments. 
The reason g iven for t his practice was that the de-
pendent supervisor did not have enough expen se in that par-
ticular category to warrant establishing an account in his 
de partment. Investigation proved this observation to be in-
correct; but even if it had been correct, a better solution 
might h ave been to set up an account at the next high e r 
le vel of supe rvision to wh ich both s ubordinate supervis ors 
could charge. This would entail some sacrifice in pushing 
respon sib ility for cost and e x pense as far down the line as 
possible, but it would have p rovided better control of that 
particular categ ory of expense. 
Secondly, the bre a kdown of accounts should b e fine 
enough so that the supe rvisor can adequately control h is 
costs. In other words, each account should be manag eable. 
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Finally, of course, it must satisfy the accounting 
requirements for the grouping of expenses according to 
balance sheet items. 
The sequence of breakdown would probably follow 
t hese lines: 
1. Major accounts would be broken down into controlling 
accounts. 
2. Controlling accounts would be broken down into sub-
s i diary ledgers. 
3. Subsidiary ledgers would be broken down into basic 
accounts, according to the responsibility for 
control.-lf-
Since extensive use must be made of accounting data, 
the budget and accounting periods should end on the same day.-lHI-
The establishment of a system of budgetary control results in 
a considerable increase in the duties of the Accounting De-
partment. Because of its familiarity with financial procedures 
and the availability of data in its records, accounting is as-
signed the responsibility for the pr eparation of both the 
monthly budget allowances and the performance reports. Such 
documents must be timely to be useful. For this reason, the 
Budget Department must consider the facilities and personnel 
available in the Accounting Department; and their adequacy 
must be assured. 
It is desirable that the budget administrator be 
g iven the responsibility for preparing such forms and reports 
-l(-2, p . 846. 
-lHl-5, P. 46. 
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as are needed for the program. In this, he should work closely 
with the Accounting Depa rtment to assure the most practical 
format from the point of view of both the adequacy of data for 
budget purposes and the existing facilities and methods avai~­
able in the Accounting Department. Provisions for such other 
special services as the Budget Department may require must be 
worked out in advance of their need. 
Cost Accounting. It has been said that standard 
costs rest on the exception principle; and therefore, they re-
cord only variations from standard.* Budgetary control and 
standard cost accounting serve similar ends; they both seek 
control of costs. However, cost accounting accumulates costs 
by product, process, or "cost center;" while budgeting ac-
cumulates t h em by "responsibility center. 11 The essential 
similarities should not be taken to indica te that the two 
systems constitute an undesirable duplication of effort. On 
t he contrary, it may be entirely desirable that there be two 
sepa rate systems for the control of cost: t h e one controlling 
costs by respons i bility and the other controlling them by 
product. 
B. PRODUCTION AND INVENTORY CONTROL 
The forecast of production and inventory requirements 
is second in importance only t o the forecast of sales in the 
preparation of the operating plan of the enterprise. On these 
-!r8, PI>. 30-5. 
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forecasts depend the amount and kind of product that will be 
manufactured, and consequently, all the schedules of income 
and expense that relate to manufacturing. 
Thus, the budget administrator must keep in close 
touch with production and inventory control during the period 
of preparation of t h e production budget. In addition, both 
are important to the achievement of the budgeted objective 
during the operation of the plan, since the Budget Depa rtment 
must be informed of impending changes in activity if it is to 
kee p the operating p l an current . 
Techniques of inventory control have been developed 
which allow close control over seventy to eighty per cent of 
the dollar value of inventory in an economic a l manner. The 
records kept by the Inventory Control Section are an important 
mechanism for budget control.{!- Programming of such records 
on automatic tabulating equipment makes the accumulation of 
information necessary to budget control even more timely. 
Schedu les must be worked out between the budget administrator 
and the Inventory Control Section which assure an orde rly 
flow of inventory information into the Budget Department in 
time to correct errors and inefficiencies in such operations 
as may be g oing out o f control, and in time for inclusion in 
the various budget reports and statements as they are prepared. 
-~5' p. 32. 
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C. QUALITY CONTROL 
The Quality Control Department is also an important 
source of information to the budget administrator. In ad-
dition to ke e ping records on qua lity performance by depart-
ment, process or product, it is instrumental in providing in-
formation with which the materials efficiency can be budgeted. 
The b udget administra tor must be kept u p to d a te re gard i n g 
variati ons from quality standards and trends in expense at-
tributable to poor quality in the various budget responsi-
bility cente rs, so that he ma y take appropriate action on 
variations f rom t h e plan. 
D. I :I'-TDUSTRIAL ENG I NEERING 
The Industrial Eng ineering Department furnishes 
direct labor standards upon wh ich the forecast production 
schedule is based. In addi t ion, it constantly aims toward 
improving manufacturing efficiency. The usual he a vy cost re-
duction res p ons ibilities assigned to Industrial Eng ineering 
enab le it to contribute to the budgeting function perha ps 
more he avily t h an other manag ement control functions. These 
considerations call for a close contact between the t wo. 
It is imperative that the budget administrator be 
kept up to date on chan ges in manufacturing operations 
brought about through the efforts of Industria l En g ine ering , 
so that revision in budg ets a n d objectives c an be made on t h e 
heels of signific ant chang e s in ope rations. 
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There are additional reasons for close liaison be-
tween the Budget Department and Industrial Engineering . The 
application of scientific methods of measurement in determin-
ing budget allowances make it desirable for the Industrial 
Eng ineering Department to participate in their establishment, 
since the techniques employed by the industrial engineer suit 
the problem quite well. This area will be more fully treated 
in Chapter IV. 
Lastly, a system for reporting industrial engineer-
ing data to the Budget Department mus.t by a greed upon by both 
parties. 
E. COST REDUCTION PROGRAMS 
A soundly established cost reduction program should 
be an integral part of any financial control system.~~ Cost 
and expense reduction goals should be included in the annual 
objective, and actual performance closely watched to assure 
that they are being met. Consequently, the budget admini-
strator must work closely with those who have direct respon-
sibili ty for cost reduction.~H} There is perhaps in this area, 
a gre a ter tendency for the budget administrator to desert his 
staff function in favor of putting pressure on those who have 
such responsibility, in an effort to make up for variations 
from the plan in other areas, so that the total profit commit-
ment of his division can be maintained. 
-1~21, PP. 27-8. 
~H~21, P • 28 • 
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His close follow of the measurement of items of cost 
and expense in the establishment of budget allowances pla ces 
him in a favorable position to see thooe areas of expense 
wh ich are likely to be the most fruitful subjects for cost re-
duction study.~( Despite his instrumentality in ach ieving cost 
reductions, he should not insist upon credit for his efforts. 
Instead, he should keep in mind the typical line compl a int 
t h at staff steals credit; and he should re~li ze that it is 
thi·ough acceptance by the line that the reduction is made. 
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CHAPTER IV 
PFBPARING SOUND EXPENSE BUDGET OBJECTIVES 
The locus of this chapter can best be established 
by relating it to a typical breakdown of the budgets prepared 
by a manufacturing concern: 
1. The Sales Budget. 
2. The Advertising and Sales Expense Budgets. 
3. The Production Budget. 
4. The Material, Purchase and Inventory Budgets. 
5. The Manufacturing Expense Budget. 
6. The Administrative Expense Budgets. 
7. The Plant and Equipment Budget. 
8. The Research and Development Budget.~t-
The field of expense budgeting is concentrated in 
three major areas; manufacturing, ad~inistration and marketing . 
This chapter deals with establishing sound manufacturing and 
administrative expense budget allowances. Such allowances 
must be based on a scientifically--oriented analysis of each 
element of cost and expense, as a prerequisite to making up 
practical annual objectives. 
-:~s, P. 102. 
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A. MEASUREMENT WHERE POSSIBLE 
In the past, it was common practice to develop annual 
objectives by looking at past performance and adjusting it for 
expected improvements, establishing cost and profit objectives 
through the use of ratios, and attempting to set up detailed 
budgets which would approximate the preconceived estimates. 
Direct measurement of cost and expense is in sharp contrast 
to these procedures .{r-
Ideally, it provides management with an accurate pic-
ture of what the level of costs and expenses must be to support 
a given level of production, as an aid in determining what 
profit or loss will result. 
Budget allowances based on historical data have im-
portant limitations. First, they tend to be set at past levels 
of efficiency; and thus, they tend to perpetuate inefficiency. 
Changes in methods and opera tions cannot be realistically con-
sidered, because their full effect cannot be accurately 
predicted. 
They make it ditficult to evaluate performance, since 
the efficient supervisor is required to maintain his efficiency 
while the inefficient supervisor is allowed to continue his 
inefficient practices. 
Historically developed budget allowances make no 
provision for the orderly phasing out of special programs; 
and they may be continued longer than necess ary. 
-:}22' p. 1. 
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In addition, they tend to make variable elements of 
cost assume a fixed character. Supervisors are understandably 
reluctant to lay off people when they feel that a drop in ac-
tivity is temporary. When allowances are historically set, 
such people are more likely to be kept on the rolls; and the 
cost of such practices is not highlighted. 
A final important disadvantage of setting budget 
allowances historically is that the supervisor tends to state 
his needs high in order to allow himself a measure of pro-
tection. His estimate is usually negotiated down to a level 
which, in the judgement of his superiors, is more realistic. 
Should the negotiated allowance be insufficient, the operation 
will suffer; should it be too high, company funds which should 
be earning a r e turn are lying idle in various expense accounts.~~ 
In eonstrast, actual measurement of costs and ex-
penses, if judiciously applied, has many advantages. 
It detects inefficiencies in operations; and t1~ough 
subsequent correction, assures that the budget allowance is 
based on the most efficient methods possible. 
It makes possible close control over the majority 
of expense dollars. It is desirable to set a cut-off point 
in the dollar value of accounts, below which accounts will not 
be investigated in detail. In this manner, it is possible to 
cover seventy to eighty per cent of expense dollars spent by 
detailed study. 
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Measurement makes possible differentiation between 
fixed and variable costs of business operation, thereby pro-
viding a yardstick for control. In one company, such cate-
gorization permitted management to undertake a program for 
the control of certain types of fixed cost which had pre-
viously been hidden.* 
Also, it aids in the establishment of more realistic 
objectives; and it points up the repercussions of management 
decisions to cut expenses to attain desired profit goals. 
The scientific approach to setting budget allowances 
makes possible a fair appraisal of budget performance by in-
dividuals responsible for expenditure. Deviations from budget 
often can be traced to changes in operating conditions, which 
might have gone unnoticed under the old system. Budget pad-
ding, and monthly negotiation of allowances are not a problem. 
Finally, engineered budget allowances continue to 
be applicable as long as the conditions under which they were 
established do not change significantly. This frees budget 
and line executives alike to act on matters which require im-
mediate attention. 
Who should establish engineered budget allowances? 
Principles applicable to establishing standards in general 
are applicable here: 
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"· •• they are determined provisionally by the staff 
group that makes the greatest use of them and has the 
specialized ability to do so. The recommended standard 
is subject usually to concurrence by other organiza-
tions that are affected, and to approval by higher 
authority."* 
The Budget Department, then, should be responsib le 
for establishing engineered budget standards; but, practically 
speaking, the skills necessary for such work are not generally 
available in the Budget Department. Rather, the techniques 
employed to analyze expense labor and material are to be found 
in the Industrial Engineering Department, and the Office 
Methods and Procedures Staffs. Consequently, the task of ex-
pense analysis, and the subsequent development of budget stan-
dards should be delegated to these groups. In accordance with 
the principle of functional homogeneity mentioned earlier, it 
is desirable that the standards group, when developed, be 
placed under the jurisdiction of the department with whose 
functions it is most closely allied. 
It is important to realize that staff people, in es-
tablishing budget allowances, while working for their respec-
tive departments, will be more closely allied in line manage-
ment's eyes with the Budget Department. This raises certain 
problems. Industrial Engineering and Office Systems and Pro-
cedures Staffs are usually assigned a heavy responsibility for 
cost reduction. To the extent that the cost reduction goal 
{E-2, p. 68. 
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is high, it may act as a deterrent to co-ordination between 
the Budget and line departments. Pressure on the engineer to 
meet his individual cost reduction g oal may caus e him to force 
cost or expense reduction ideas through the objec tions of line 
management; and, since he is working on budgets, the aggrava-
tion is manifested in a hostile attitude toward the Budget 
Department. The relationship between the cost reduction pro-
gram and t he engineered standards program must therefore be 
carefully appraised. 
B. CONTROL OF STAFF EXPENSE 
There are many aspects of staff work which are not 
susceptible to measurement in dollars and cents. It is diffi-
cult to decide on the optimum size of staff functions. Other 
factors complica te the problem of measurement: 
1. The Development of a yardstick to me asure staff con-
tribution depends on one's approach to overall plann-
ing , control, and co-ordination. 
2. Executive habits in t he delegation of authority and 
responsibility vary gre a tly.* 
3. The long-range effects of incre asing or reducing 
staff size cannot be accurately predicted. 
In the absence of objective criteria for determin-
ing ideal staff size, the staff department usually compiles 
its request for budget f unds on its estima te of the cost of 
*12, P. 60. 
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programs to which it is committed by higher management; the 
cost of anticipated requests for its services from the line; 
and the cost of activities it intends to conduct on its own 
initiative.* 
Recognizing the danger of leaving staff to its own 
devices in the matter of determination of size, management 
has attempted to measure optimum size by several means. 
11 Pattern Organization" is one such method.·:~* It 
consists of determining the optimum staff size in one unit 
of a multi-unit manufacturing or merchandising concern mak-
ing or selling a uniform product or service, and extending 
it to the other units. This procedure has only limited ap-
plication and definite limitations within this application. 
The company-wide staff organization can be no more efficient 
than the original analysis of the staff unit after which it 
was patterned. It cannot be applied to all plant units with-
out consideration of local problems and conditions. 
A second method which may be employed to determine 
optimum staff size is the comparison of internal staff units 
with those of outside concerns--directly, and through the 
use of ratios·*·::-* The difficulty of obtaining the necessary 
information, however, in addition to little assurance of the 
comparability of conditions makes this technique of little 
value. Even an attempt at ratio comparison with other simi-
lar groups in the company will prove nothing without assur-
ance of comparability. 
-:a2, P. 66. 
iiHH2 .t. PP. 61-2. 
*.;-"d:-1~, p. 62. 
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A third means of determining proper staff size is 
relating staff size to the expressed needs of line people.* 
Drawbacks of the method are large. Most important is the 
fact that it depends too much on personal opinion which may 
be based on temporary conditions and which may lead to cut-
backs in such functions as advertising and research, with-
out regard to what is best in the long-range view. 
It has been suggested that the superior technical 
knowledge and broader outlook or headquarters staff people 
could be of great assistance in determining proper staff 
size.~~ The danger in this proposal is that the natural 
tendency of headquarters groups to functional perfection 
might lead to incresed staffing of outlying staff groups in 
an effort to make up for the presumably lesser talents of 
these groups. In addit i on, such a plan takes the control or 
operations, for which they must ass ume the expense, out of 
the hands of division Management. 
Organization analysis seems to be the best approach 
to determining optimum staff size; because, as in the appli-
cation of engineered standards to factory expense, the basis 
is a scientific evaluation of work necessary to accomplish 
objectives•*** Its tools are the tools of the Office Methods 
and Procedures analyst. 
~-12, p. 61. 
{".-!:-29. 
*~H:-12, PP • 63-4 • 
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Analysis of job content, together with an evaluation of the 
benefits expected from staff programs, furnishes the best 
criterion currently available for determining the minimum staff 
essential to performing necessary staff functions. 
To be of continuing value, of course, the findings 
of organization analysis must be reviewed as conditions change. 
Expanding business activity or complexity, and increasing de-
mand for staff services--provided they are judged to be in the 
best interests of the company--require increased staff ex-
penditures. 
Conversely, incre ased use of outside consultants, 
more complete delegation of line duties, and increased staff 
efficiency call for reduced staff expenditures.* 
To limit special staff programs to those which will 
provide a return commensurate with company policy on return 
on investment, it is recommended that a procedure be drawn up 
covering the authority of various levels of management to ap-
prove requests for authorization of programs, and the est-
ablishment of minimum criteria for supporting data upon which 
approval can be based.~~* 
c. VARIABLE BUDGETING FOR FLEXIBILITY 
Early budgetary control efforts made use of fixed 
budgets, identified with a definite period of time. Later, 
attempts to provide in advance for possible variations in 
*12, PP. 64-5. 
iH}29. 
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the volume of business took the form of a set of alternate 
budget plans, estimated for several levels of activity, which 
could be substituted for the original in case the planned 
conditions failed to materialize.* 
However, business is dynamic, and therefore the fixed 
budget has only limited application. Provision of a single 
fixed budget plan does not give enough flexibility; develop-
ment of several parallel plans to assure budget coverage pro-
vides only slight flexibility, and is costly. 
The modern view is that costs and expenses should 
be segregated according to the degree to which they are ob-
served to vary with some activity base, that they should be 
tied to that base, and that the resulting budget standards, 
expressed in dollars or hours per unit of activity should be 
used to develop budget allowances for expense accounts at the 
current level of activity. Provided such standards are ap-
plicable over the normal activity range of a business, they 
do not have to be revised with changes of activity within 
tl1is range.** The problem of monthly revisions in budget 
allowances is reduced to a simple mathematical calculation. 
A reappraisal of the entire account, and compromise between 
top and lower management is unnecessary. 
Some expenses and costs, of course, lend themselves 
to fixed budgeting: capital facilities, long-term research, 
*2, P. 58. 
**26. 
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and contributions are examples.* The advantage of the engineer-
ed approach is that it segregates costs and expenses; and thus, 
makes known to management the magnitude of its fixed cost base. 
A further advantage of this method of achieving flexibility 
is tha t it shows the true variable nature of certain costs and 
expenses which, as already noted, tend to assume fixed pro-
portions under the old system of measurement and compromise. 
Naturally, in any given expense account, there may 
be both fixed and variable items of expense. In the develop-
ment of the standard for such accounts, the two should be 
segregated, and the activity indic ator tied to only those 
items of expense which vary with it. 
It is also possible that there will be items of ex-
pense which vary in different degrees at different levels of 
activity. Such an item is electric power, the charge for 
which may be made on a sliding-sca le basis. The allowance 
for such items must be given in accordance with the rates in 
effect at the expected operating level. 
In addition to the classification of costs and ex-
penses on the basis of variability, it is desirable to break 
t hem down according to controllability. One corporation 
uses this classification: 
it-26. 
1. Committed costs--uncontrollable during the normal 
budget span: taxes, depreciation, et cetera. 
t>"::::: 
2. Operating costs--those incurred in producing the pro-
duct. Controlled on a day-to-day basis through es-
tablishing standards and measuring performance. 
3. Policy or managed costs--those which can be manipu-
lated at the will of management; where the effects 
of management action are felt after a considerable 
time interval. Advertising and research are ex-
amples. Control is exercised through an evaluation 
of benefits versus cost.* 
Such a breakdown tells management the nature of its 
cost structure; and it especially points out the magnitude of 
policy or managed costs--the most difficult of the three to 
control--as a guide to management action. 
Maintaining the flexibility of the plan which is 
established using engineered standards requires that the 
operating variable be considered. Changing conditions in-
ternal to the business may render standards inapplicable if 
they are not revised. Therefore, standards should be revised 
when warranted. This is best accomplished by a periodic re-
view of budget performance which will point up expense areas 
which are out of control. As an aid to keeping standards 
current, it may be desirable to ma intain two separate sets 
of records in the Budget Department: a record of approved 
expense reductions and a record of budget change authoriza-
tiona for reasons other than expense reduction.** 
It is difficult to overrate the importance of 
building flexibility into management's budgetary control plan; 
-l:-24. 
·:H~21, pp. 18-19. 
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and the engineered approach to the establishment of standards, 
coupled with a program of revision as required, does much to 
satisfy this important requirement. It provides for orderly 
revision of budgets in consideration of both the external 
volume variable and the internal operating variable, while at 
the same time furnishing management with a fast, accurate pic-
ture of the effects of such changes on the annual and long-
range objectives. In doing so, it precludes trying to 
operate under a master plan that is out of date, or revising 
the master plan in total whenever a significant change in con-
ditions occurs. In short, it does much to make the control 
of the business more responsive to changing conditions. 
CHAPTER V 
A CASE EXAMPLE OF THE ENGINEERED APPROACH TO 
EXPENSE BUDGET ANALYSIS 
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The purpose of this chapter is to show, through the 
development of an engineered expense budget standard, the bene-
fits which management can gain from the use of this method. 
The materi a l used is taken from and actual case; but not all 
of t h e data used in t he development of the standard is 
presented. Only that which is necessary to round out the 
presentation is included. 
A. I NTRODUCTION 
The account is one of s everal accounts under the 
control of a service department foreman. To it are char ged 
the wages of four stockroom attendants directly under his 
supervision. The function of the stockroom in which they are 
employed is to stock items of many types, including : hard-
ware, electrical supplies, lumber, pipe and pipefittings, pro-
du ction machine parts, and raw metal stock of all types. It 
also include s dispensing t hes e parts to vari ous sections of 
the Plant Maintenanc e Department. The duties of the attend-
ants included: recei ving materials, checking, stocking, 
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counting, weighing, and packing them under the direction of 
a Group Leader, maintaining records, and assisting in taking 
inventory. 
All the attendants are of the same labor grade, and 
work under the same job description. Thus, they are expected 
to be able to do any stockroom task. In practice, however, 
each man has come to be associated with a particular phase of 
the work. 
Consultation with the s upervisor prior to engineer-
ing the standard revealed that he felt he could run the stock-
room efficiently with three men, if the attendant's job were 
put into a higher labor grade. 
B. ENGDlliERING THE BUDGET STANDARD 
Investigation of Past History. Historically , the 
expenses charged to the account had been regarded by management 
as fixed; t hat is, it was taken for granted that four men were 
needed to carry on stockroom operation re gardless of plant 
activity. Investigation of t he recent history of charges to 
t h e account illustrates this fact. TABLE I lists these 
charges for the period January through September, 1957. The 
variations in charges from month to month are the result of 
differences in the number of working days in each accounting 
month, absence and the fact that stockroom service was re-
que s ted by one of the foreman who occasionally worked over-
time, and whose men needed stockroom supplies. 
TABLE I 
LIST OF CHARGES TO RESPONSIBILITY 315.13, ACCOUNT 529.3 
JANUARY THROUGH SEPTEMBER, 1957# 
Actual Dollars Cumulative Dollars 
Month Charged Charged 
January $1,398 $ 1,398 
February 1,471 2,869 
March 1,343 4,212 
April 1,310 5,522 
May 1,462 6,984 
June 1,395 8,379 
July 891## 9,270 
August 1,330 10,600 
September 1,602 12,202 
#Source: " Monthly Expense Control Statement." January · 
through September, 1957. 
##Two-week plant shut-down in July. 
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Measurement of Requirements. Next, it was under-
taken to measure t he amount of work actually necessary to 
perform the required stockroom functions. The initial step 
was to consult the foreman in making up a preliminary list 
of the duties of each man in the account, an estimate of 
time spent on each, and its frequency of occurrence. 
Since stockroom duties were split among four men, 
it was then necessary to make a time survey of each. The 
purpose of these studies was twofold: to determine the time 
needed to perform each duty under the present methods; and to 
furnish a basis for methods improvement. 
As a result of these studies, a number of methods 
improvements were devised and presented to the foreman for his 
comments. His suggestions and criticisms were welcomed, and 
from them and the studies, TABLE II was compiled. 
Standard Development. Work elements ?!ere then se-
gregated according to variability. That there was some vari-
ability indicated the necessity for developing some indicator 
of activity to which to relate the variable items. 
During the study, it became evident that certain 
elements tended to vary with: (1) the number of deliveries 
received in the stockroom, (2) the number of credits recorded, 
and (3) the number of requisiti.ons received. Fortunately, 
records were kept on all of them. From these records, a com-
posite index of activity was developed. First, it was neces-
sary to determine whether these items of paper work were re-
ceived in approximately the same proportion month after month. 
CHART 1 shows that they were. With this assurance, the com-
posite index of department a ctivity was developed as illustrat-
ed in TABLE III. 
Then, the time required to perform all variable 
elements of work was divided by the composite index fi gure for 
the study period to determine the variable portion of the 
standard, as follows: (continued on Page 73 ) 
TABLE II 
EFFECTS OF PROPOSED METHODS I MPROVEMENTS ON TIME REQUIRED 
TO PERFORM ALL STOCKROOM FUNCTIONS# 
DUTY 
-
1. Pick up and deliver material 
2. Process incoming items 
3. Process commercial item 
requisitions at window 
4. Fill requisitions for 
manufactured parts 
5. Receive manufactured parts 
from Inspection 
6. Process requisitions for 
raw material 
PRESENT TIME 
PER MONTH 
30.5823 
86.3940 
141.2208 
52.9389 
7. Put away incoming commercial 
items 
15.2250 
51.1140 
17.7072 
51.9036 8. Inventory items 
9. Open and secure stockroom 
10. Issue f~om oil house 
11. Answer phone 
12. Expedite del i very 
13. Bring requisitions to office 
14. Special assignments 
15. Talk to others 
16. Handle glass items 
17. Store materia ls in oil house 
18. Store incoming lumber 
19. Store incoming steel, pipe 
conduit and angle iron 
20. Receive dry ice 
Totals 
2.1588 
23.5662 
5.9199 
28.8960 
7.6398 
2.4507 
8.0199 
2.8872 
10.6275 
4.8296 
8 .4000 
1.5788 
554.0602 
T~~THODS IMPROVEMB~T 
SAVINGS PER MONTH 
12.6546 
69.1152 
11.3211 
12.7596 
-0-
11.4051 
-0-
14.2800 
-0-
2.1840 
-o-
-0-
-0-
-o-
-o-
1.9581 
-o-
4.1800 
-0-
.3276 
140.1853 
PROPOSED TIME 
PER MONTH 
17.9277 
17.2788 
129.8997 
40.1793 
15.2250 
39.7089 
17.7072 
37.6236 
2.1588 
21.3822 
5.9199 
28.8960 
7.6398 
2.4507 
8.0199 
.9291 
10.6275 
.6496 
8.4000 
1.2512 
413.8749 
20.6937 
FIXED OR 
VARIABLE 
Fixed 
Variable 
Variable 
Variable 
Variable 
Variable 
Variable 
Fixed 
Fixed 
Variable 
Fixed 
Fixed 
Fixed 
Fixed 
Fixed 
Variable 
Variable 
Fixed 
Fixed 
Variable 
Add: 5% Allowance 
Total Allowed Time (New Methods) 434.5686 hours per month 
434.5686 t 168 hours/month = 2.59 men re quired 
·#All times are calculated at the level of activity which prevailed at the time of study. 
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TABLE III 
DEVELOPMENT OF A COMPOSITE MEASURE OF ACTIVITY 
FROM PAPER WORK a~NDLED DURING 
THE STUDY PERIOD# 
DELIVERIES CREDITS REQUISITIONS 
DATE RECEIVED RECORDED RECEIVED 
-
Account 1989.0 
November 4 57 0 104 
5 79 0 49 
6 37 0 32 
7 22 0 46 
Account 1989.1 
November 4 52 0 230 
5 0 4 211 
6 39 0 200 
7 13 3 217 
Account 587 
November 4 0 0 1 
5 0 0 1 
6 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 
Totals 299 7 1,091 
299 ~- 7 ·~ 1,091 - 1,397 
1,397 + 4 d-ays - 349 per day 
-
349 per day x 21 days per month • 7,329 per month 
#Figures taken from departmental "Daily Report." 
308.8983 Hrs. Month 
7329 Paper Work Items Handled Month 
.04215 Hours/Paper Work Item Handled 
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To this, the fixed amount of hours per month was 
added to arrive at the complete budget formula for the account: 
125.6703 Hrs/Month f .04215 Hours/C* 
The fixed portion of the standard, 125.6703 hours per 
month, is that portion of stockroom work which remains the same, 
on the average, from month to month. It is made up of such 
duties as: taking inventory, answering the telephone, and 
opening and securing the stockroom. The time required to per-
form them will not change. Therefore, this amount is a fixed 
allowance until new duties are added or present ones taken 
away. 
The variable portion, .04215 hours per composite in-
dex item handled, varies with the paper work load coming into 
the Stores Office. 
To determine the number of hours to be allowed for 
the stockroom operation in any month, it is only necessary 
for the accountant to multiply the number of paper work items 
handled that month by the variable portion of the formula and 
add the fixed portion. Using the current labor rate for the 
proper labor grade, it is a simple matter to arrive at the 
budget allowance for the month. 
*C : Composite rndex of Paper Work Items Handled. 
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As an additional aid to the foreman in staffing the 
stockroom during periods of changing activity, a chart was pre-
pared, showing how his budget allowance (in hours and men) 
varies with activity. It is reproduced in CHART 2. This chart 
is not intended to restrict the decision-making authority of 
the foreman. It helps him to plan on future requirements, to 
explain the causes of budget variances at the end of the month, 
and to determine in advance the effect of contemplated action 
. -
on budget performance. Used in conjunction with the foreman's 
monthly statement of expense performance, it helps to show 
when new conditions require a re-examination of the account. 
C. BENEFITS DERIVED THROUGH ANALYSIS 
The benefits gained through engineering this budget 
standard are many. 
Had the foreman submitted his budget funds request 
on the basis of his estimate of future needs, no provision 
would have been made for improving the effic iency of stock-
room operation. The old, inefficient methods would have been 
continued, and the cost to the company would have remained 
inflated. Had the foreman wished to examine methods to reduce 
cost, he would have been limited by his lack of familiarity 
with work measurement techniques and the pressure of other 
duties. Engineering the standard brought to light the fact 
that the methods employed to perform the work were ineffi-
cient, and assisted the foreman in streamlining his operations 
to achieve maximum economy. 
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Secondly, the true nature of the expense was deter-
mined. The fixed and variable duties in the account were sepa-
rated, and the magnitude of each determined. 
Analysis made it easier for management to predict the 
effects of decisions to increse or reduce stockroom labor. 
Under the old system of estimate, these decisions would be b a sed 
on guesswork. The information obtained through study shows 
what sacrifices in service or what reassignment of duties must 
be made in order to operate efficiently with fewer people. 
In addition, a contribution to the Cost Reduction 
Program was made in the form of a proposal to eliminate one 
attendant from the operation. The proposal included deta iled 
recommendations on how this could be accomplished. It was 
accepted, the reduction effected, and the cost of the function 
subsequently decreased. 
During the analysis and methods improvement phases, 
the foreman's comments and advice were solicited. Thus, he 
h ad a part in making his operation more e f ficient. 
Analysis had one other important advantage for the 
foreman. It protected him from arbitrary budget cuts, because 
the new standard was based on measurement of the minimum re-
quirements to do the job. He no longer had to contend with 
"across-the-board" percentage reductions, at least as they af-
fected this account. Had all his expense accounts been engi-
neered in the same manner, he would not have to bear the re-
sponsibility for someone else's decision to cut expenses. 
This responsibility would be upon those who direct such cuts. 
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Extending the measurement technique to all factory 
expense accounts compounds these benefits. It encourages ef-
ficient supervision and enlightens top management as to the 
true nature of manufacturing expenses. Because of this know-
ledge, management is in a position to move quickly when 
business conditions change. 
It points out those areas where expenses can be re-
duced--when conditions require it--with the least effect on 
operating efficiency; and it makes prediction of top manage-
ment plans more reliable. 
In short, the engineered approach to developing 
sound budget standards makes budgetary control a much more 
effective tool in the hands of those who direct operations. 
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CHAPTER VI 
PERIODIC REVIEW OF BUDGET PERFORMANCE 
The subjects taken up in the previous chapters, 
namely: organization, co-ordination, harmonizing budgeting 
with other control systems, and preparing sound budget ob-
jectives, are fundamental considerations to the control of 
expense'; they do not themselves provide control. Control is 
accomplished through management action to bring operations 
into conformity with standards.* The exercise of control is 
the subject of this chapter. 
It is in the area of oontrol that the greatest mis-
takes have been made. It is hoped that soundly established 
budget standards, adequate training of responsible personnel, 
and judicious interpretation of budget versus actual per-
formance will go far in alleviating budget control problems 
and enlisting the aid of subordinate management in meeting 
the objectives of the enterprise. 
In setting up the budget plan, a decision must be 
made on the length of time it is to cover. Many considera-
tions may enter into this decis i on. Among them are: 
*14, P. 84. 
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1. Seasonality of production or demand. 
2. Financing methods and the availability of funds. 
3. Market conditions. 
4. The accounting period.* 
Whatever length of time the plan is to cover, it is 
usually necessary to break it down into more manageable periods 
for control purposes. At the end of these periods, the infor-
mation accumulated by the Accounting Department is summarized 
and submitted to management for appraisal and corrective action 
where indicated. 
A. CONTROL REPORTING 
One of the objectives of budgetary control is to as-
sure that plans and policies are carried out and a planned re-
turn is achieved.*"~ However, since the control and admini-
strative functions of budgeting are split between the line and 
the Budget Department,, some means of measuring the effective-
ness of line decisions, and therefore, some means of control 
reporting, is necessary. 
The budget administrator is, of course, responsible 
for the development and operation of the control report 
system. It is his responsibility to see that control reports 
are provided to those executives responsible for action. This 
includes top management, as well as first-line supervision • 
.J~4, p. 29. 
il-:!·24. 
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Report Classification. Reports may be classified 
timewise into two categories: Periodic and Spe cial. They may 
also be classified according t o purpose; in this case, they 
are either informationa l or performance reports.* 
Generally speaking , budgetary control reports are 
performance reports, and they are usually periodic. However, 
occasions arise when a specific s ource of trouble pinpointed 
by periodic reports is investigated in greater detail a t the 
request of management. Such investigations are usually sum-
marized in a special report.** Both types of reports may 
serve as bases for corrective action. The medium in which 
report informati on is most co mmonly stated is the formal 
financial report. However, there are other media wh ich may 
be used to substantiate or explain financial reports. 
Material may be presented in tabulated statistical form; it 
may be narrated, or condensed into charts and diagrams; or, 
it may be presented orally.*** Selecting the particular 
medium to use depends on a number of factors, including: the 
type of data to be presented; the group or individual t o 
whom it will be presented; the accuracy required in presen-
tation; and others. 
In addition to the formal reports of the budgetary 
control system, other means must be used to supplement formal 
~~-6, pp. 288-9. 
{~11; P. 9. 
·i:·*ir6, P. 296. 
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performance information if the control function is to be effi-
cient. Open channels of communication should be maintained to 
ensure that top management is informed of significant changes 
in factory conditions as they occur, without waiting for the 
formal reports to be circulated. They might come too late to 
allow preventative action.* 
A spokesman for Carrier Corporation cited the inade-
quacy of the accounting system in keeping pace with important 
events in the operation of the business, and praised the 
utility of oral reports made at weekly executive meetings. 
Once reported, these items were placed on a follow-up list, and 
brought up for consideration a t subsequent meetings until they 
were concluded.** 
The use of charts for presenting significant trends 
and variations is often justified. Where one or a few salient 
facts are contained in a large amount of statistical data, 
they are especially useful. They draw attention immediately 
to the important data contained in the report. Also, charts 
tend to add life and meaning to financial information, re gard-
less of the complexity of the ba.sic data.{H:-~ Their use should 
be tempered with judgement, however; and it should be recognized 
that the advantages of using charts would be seriously under-
mined without the support of a good system of basic control 
reports ·**-'A* 
~E-21, P. 23. 
~Hl, P. 41. 
·)H}·U·ll, P. 85. 
-~11, P. 86. 
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Essentials £! Budgetary Control Reporting. The re-
quirements of good budgetary control reports are many. Es-
sentially, they are similar to those for reporting in general. 
Perhaps the first requirement is that they be based 
on sound and reasonably accurate financial information. How-
ever, securing maximum accuracy of data might require that 
control reports be compiled too long after the close of the 
budgeted period to be of maximum benefit. Therefore, it is 
suggested that the small sacrifice in accuracy necessary to 
assure the availability of reports on the fifth to the seventh 
day after the close of the period, will not impair their ef-
fectiveness for managerial purposes.~r 
They must, as noted, be timely. Reports · are useless 
if they do not come in time to allow for corrective action. 
If it is justified, then, by the degree of control obtainable, 
operating reports may be set up on tabulating equipment to 
provide performance information almost daily. In certain other 
areas of budgeting, such as inventory control, the use of 
tabulating equipment may be justified. However, in the area 
of expense budget control, it may not be useful enough to war-
rant the expense. Supplementary devices to the control re-
porting system should be developed to furnish an adequate 
means of communication throughout the organization for the re-
porting of budget and other management information up and 
down the line. 
*6, P. 300. 
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Budget reports should include only such information 
as will be used by the recipients. They should include all 
the information necessary to action. Reports to supervisors 
should allow them to determine their performance during the 
period without having to consult other sources.* 
Budget control reports should be concise, indicating 
out-of•control areas quickly.ih~ The busy executive has little 
time to spend in analyzing sheets of fi gures. Important data 
should be emphasized and set of f from the body of the report. 
Use of underlining, red figures, he avy lines and other devices, 
so long as it is not done to such an extent that it loses its 
significance, is one means of underscoring -important data. 
Charting, as previously mentioned, may be used to 
point up out-of-control areas immediately • . 
The report structure should follow the lines of 
authority and responsibility in the organization; and it 
should provide for summarization of information to higher 
levels.w~* No item of expense which he cannot control should 
be placed on the performance report of the responsible super-
visor. Reports to higher management should be summarized in 
terms of the performance of individuals reporting to them. 
Informational reports should be carefully appraised 
in terms of their contribution to the system. If they are 
~1-21, p p . 6-7. 
*~·26. 
~}-o-~~}26. 
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retained, they should not be combined with reports calling for 
action.·~ 
It is desirable, where possible, to standardize re-
port form.** Usually, this is possible at the lower levels 
in reporting pe rformance to line supervisors and second-line 
management. It is desirable from three points of view: (1) 
it focuses attention on important matters quickly; (2) it 
simplifies preparation of reports; and (3) it assures com-
parable fi gures from month to month, within and between 
departments. 
It is essential that budget performance reports in-
elude a basis on which the data presented can be evaluated. 
TABLE IV shows several methods of expressing variation from 
budget. Whatever practice is adopted in showing deviations 
from budget, it should be universally applied. 
There is debate regarding whether budget reports 
showing a variation from budget should carry on explanation 
of the variance. This topic will be covered more fully later 
in this chapter. 
Special reports prepared for budget purposes, since 
their intent is different from that of monthly control reports, 
also have different requirements. 
They should be factual and detailed, since they are 
prepared to investigate more deeply, facts already known to 
show the underlying reason for variations from budget. 
~~-26• 
~h't-6' pp. 288-9. 
TABLE IV 
METHODS OF EXPRESSING BUDGET VARIANCES 
Per Cent Per Cent of Per Cent 
Variation Variation Budget Actual to 
Actual Bude;et in ~ to Bud5et Realization Budset 
(1) (2) (3) ( 4) ( 5) ( 6) 
Expense 110 100 10 10% 90.9% 110% 
Sales 
#For 
$11,000 $.10,000 $1,000 10% 11o.o# 110% 
(1-2) (3+2) (2+1) (1+2) 
incomes the dividend and divisor must be reversed. 
"Reports should normally show column (1); however, there is a serious que s tion 
as to which of the remaining columns sh ould be used in a particular situation. 
In most cases, it would seem desirable to show columns (1), (3), and either (4), 
( 5), or ( 6). ''* 
il-6, P. 302. 
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In special reports, the emphasis is on care, not 
speed. Therefore, they should be carefully prepared and 
well-written. 
They should be considered indiYidually, regarding: 
(1) who will receive them; (2) details of construction; and 
(3) approach.* 
Since special reports are prepared only upon 
management request, and since each will be an investigation 
of a limited area, everything about them--except standards 
of form--will be tailor-made to the situation. 
Developing .! Sound Control Reporting S.ystem. The 
basic report structure of a large electrical products manu-
facturing concern includes these reports: 
1. Summary of Operating Performance--this report gives 
top management an overall view of division perform-
ance and the factors affecting it. 
2. Operating Performance Versus Budget at Actual Volume--
a summary report of performance by sections reporting 
to high level management. This report is designed to 
show the effect of authorized changes on original 
objectives. 
3. Expense Control Statement--a summary report to all de-
partment heads. The entire report is summarized as 
one line item on (2) above. 
4. Departmental Expense Reports--the base of the report 
pyramid, these reports record actual versus budget for 
each item of expense under the control of the super-
visor. 
5. Reports on "Net Sales Billed" and "Works Delivery Cost" 
show deviations from objective.** 
i!-ll, P. 9. 
iHr23, PP. 2-7. 
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These reports are designed to funnel the necessary management 
information up through the organization so that each level can 
determine both its own effectiveness and that of subordinate 
units. 
The Koppers Company provides top management with a 
single monthly performance report called: "Koppers Monthly 
Progress Report." It has two portions: one, a statistical 
section, supplied to the Accounting Department by a management 
control group for insertion of t he appropriate figures; the 
other, a narrative section provided by operating divisions and 
staff departments. Explanations of variances are required. 
Copies are serially numbered, and later recalled and destroyed. 
Besides reporting information on the performance of subsid-
iaries, operating departments, and staff groups, as well as a 
general economic review, the report carries, in selected issues, 
a section reporting on some special management problem. It 
is distributed on the twelfth to the twentieth of the month 
following the reported period, but management has received a 
profit breakdown five to twelve days earlier. The report is 
analyzed in detail at top management meetings; and, when 
necessary, courses of action are decided upon. 
The report utilizes charts in six are as: 
1. Control of sales. 
2. Control of costs and expenses 
3. Profit control 
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4. Capital expenditure control. 
5. Inventory control. 
6. Control of receivables.* 
In Carrier Corporation, a monthly report for all 
directors of overall operations is compiled. This report con-
tains explanations of variances fr om plan, accompanied by sup-
porting statements. Presentation is made to the "Carrier 
Cabinet," {a top management group) and the "Expanded Cabinet" 
at subsequent meetings, making wide use of charts and graphs.** 
One problem of control report systems is that of set-
ting up ma iling lists for various reports. Such lists tend to 
get out of hand; and reports continue to be sent out long after 
the need for t b.em has passed. Periodic revision of mailing 
lists is advisable to ascertain whether reports are being used 
by those who receive them. One method that has been e mployed 
is to stop sending a report where it is suggested that it is 
unnecessary. Should it prove necessary, the individual con-
cerned will soon make it known. 
One of the major problems of control, then, lies in 
providing responsible management at all levels with the manage-
ment information necessary to the effective discharge of their 
responsibilities. To the extent that budget control reports 
provide such information to management, they will aid in the 
attainment of the budgeted objectives. 
-~·11, . pp. 55-63. 
-~·11, p. 40. 
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The Interpretation and Handling 2£ Variances. Analysis 
and handling of variances is an area in which special care 
needs to be exercised. To determine the true significance of 
variations from budget, the executive who does the evaluation 
needs to be aware of certain facts concerning them. 
First, variations expressed in absolute amounts are 
not always significant .~E- Therefore, a column should be pro-
vided on the report form which will relate the actual amount 
of the variance to the budgeted amount. 
The fact that variations of some magnitude will al-
most always occur has led most companies to set up limits of 
allowable variation from budget, as a means of precluding ex-
cessive analysis and control.*~!- Variations of, say, fifty 
dollars or five per cent, whichever is greater, may be estab-
lished as the basic standard. 
Another factor which must be considered in inter-
prating budget performance is that it is not always possible 
or advisable to incur expense at a fixed monthly rate through-
out the year.·ii·{(i!- As an aid in determining what constitutes a 
significant variation, it may be best to establish two actual 
and two budget columns on the report--one to show data for 
~-6, P. 302. 
*'A-Ibid. 
ir:.~~o7, P. 142. 
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the month, and the other to show year-to-date.* Not to do this, 
and to hold responsible people to the budgeted amount, may be 
defeating one of the purposes of budgetary control--namely, 
that of basing allowances on efficient expense practices. For 
example, purchasing materials in quantity lots where there is 
an advantage in doing so, may be curtailed with a resultant 
increase in costs. 
A factory foreman, in an interview, told of one o~ 
his expense accounts to which most of the annual charges were 
made at six-month intervals. The charges resulted from pur-
chases of diamond wire-drawing dies, which the supplier requir-
ed a six-month lead time to process. Ordering in this manner 
' assured the foreman that the dies would be on hand when needed. 
He was budgeted, in this account, for a fixed monthly amount, 
however. Had he been held to the budgeted amount, the effect 
on production might have been serious. 
Since necessary monthly variations are not normally 
considered in developing the budget figures, it is advisable 
to prepare a monthly forecast of their effect on cash position, 
so that provisions for obtaining additional funds can be made 
as necessary. In addition, this summary provides top manage-
ment with an opportunity for action before commi tment.-:l-* This 
summary must not detract from the signi~icance of the budget 
as the basic control unit. 
-~7, P. 142. 
it-n-21, P. 22. 
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There is, as has been stated, some disagreement re-
garding the procedure of requiring explanations of deviations 
from budget. Some authorities are strongly opposed to the 
practice.* The problem is to obtain sufficient control with-
out making undue demands on line s upervision. 
One method requires an explanation for each account 
with a significant variance; another, no explanation unless 
overall departmental results are unsatisfactory. This second 
method seems the most practical. The reviewing authority has 
performance figures on all accounts, and can see variations 
in the individual accounts within the department; thus, it is 
unlikely that compensating errors can combine to show a favor-
able departmental fi gure without his knowledge. Nor does it 
take the valuable time of supervisors to explain individual 
variances which are only temporary. 
If the comparison of budget and actual shows the 
operation to be out of control, corrective action is indicated. 
It may take several forms. 
If the variance is due to poor supervision, it is 
necessary to correct contributory conditions by an individual 
conference with the responsible person. 
If it is a result of operating variations, the bud-
get must be revised to consider the changed condition•** 
*6, · PP. 301-2. 
·:~o*l, PP. 6-7. 
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In the matter of action on variances, it must be 
restated that the responsibility for such action rests with 
the appropriate line management. An objective investigation 
whould be made into the cause of variation; and, if it is 
simply poor control, considerable t act is necessary in cor-
recting the condition. It is not only necessary to determine 
whether volume variation or operating variation--or negli-
gence--is the cause, but also to take the necessary steps to 
bring performance back into line. It may be desirable to re-
quire, in chronic situations, that the responsible people sub-
mit a definite plan to rectify the unfavorable condition. 
It is sometimes advisable that a comparison of 
actual versus budget be undertaken at year's end. Such a com-
parison is enlightening~. It points out what budget allowances 
were poorly established. Reasons for poor performance can be 
traced back. The comparison may be made just prior to the 
establishment of the new budgets, so that information obtained 
can be included in them.-:~ 
Despite every effort to plan thoroughly, special 
cases do arise which require departure from budgeted allowances. 
Perhaps the best method for handling such exceptions is to es-
tablish a policy that such items must first be approved; then, 
provide machinery for approval.{H<-
-::-3 ' p • 314 • 
{:--l<-3, P. 313. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Control is an undesirable, but necessary adjunct to 
planning and operating . Plans once set in operation, simply 
do not, because of the framework in which they are carried out, 
proceed to a satisfactory conclusion. Control is therefore an 
important management activity in assuring that business plans 
will be properly implemented, operated, and concluded. But 
control cannot be concerned solely with expedition. As one 
author perceptively put it: 
"Control involves much more than a comparison of actual 
with planned performance and an evaluation of results. 
The control of a situation should be established before 
action actually be gins. Control that de als only with 
curr~nt action may degenerate into expediency. Control 
therefore includes any measures to assure that action 
takes place as planned • • • • The effectiveness of con-
trol, as well as execution, therefore, depends on the 
quality of the work of planning and organizing that has 
been done previously."* 
A prime conclusion, therefore, is that effective con-
trol of expense rests on providing the me ans for making a bud-
getary control system work. 
In organizing for budgetary control, it is necessary 
that the budget responsibilities of line and staff be clearly 
-r.-2' p. 64. 
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distinguished. The function of the budget staff is to admini-
ster and assist. The function of the line is budget control. 
To carry out its function, the budget staff must be directly 
responsible to a line superior in all matters except those of 
system and policy. The budget administrator must not step out 
of character and presume to act a s a line officer in the per-
formance of his duties. 
Committees are unsatisfactory vehicles for executive 
action, and therefore have no place in the budget control func-
tion. They are, howe ver, effective and useful in the estab-
lishment of policy, since they bring to problems a wide range 
of knowledge and experience. 
A consolidated, formalized, and clearly defined or.-
ganizational structure is the only effective means of carrying 
out a program of budget control which fixes responsibility for 
results as far down the line as practicable. This structure 
must rest on sound, basic organizational principles. 
Co-ordination and co-operation ean be developed 
through training and relating organizational objectives to 
personal goals. Co-ordination of thought is largely a matter 
of training; and training is a prerequisite to t h e successful 
operation of the budget system. Training alone, however, is 
not enough . Top management must be thoroughly convinced of 
the advantages of the budgetary control system. Only when 
this is accomplished can an effort be made to enlist the 
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co-operation of lower management. In this phase, careful at-
tention should be accorde d the views of top and lower manage-
ment on how local peculiarities may affect operation of the 
system. 
The budget manual is a useful tool in management in-
doctrination into budgetary control. Its careful preparation, 
considering the uses to whi ch it will be put, is i mportant. 
It should not be a permanent document. 
Trying to control expense without a re a listic ap-
praisal of the impact that budgets have on people is poor man-
agement. There are certain characteristics of budgets t he m-
selves, and of the rela tionship the budget staff people to t he 
line which are detrimental to the objective of establishing 
co-ord i na tion in budget control. Without an awareness of these 
problems, the budget administrator is not fully equipped to do 
his job. 
Careful consideration of its possible effects on 
morale is important to the succe s sful use of a supervisory in-
centive plan as a means of co-ordination. 
Finally, the establi shment of line-staff harmony is 
fundamenta l to co-ordination of the enterprise. It is a joint 
responsibility of the line and staff groups. A careful and 
complete deline a tion of authority and responsib ility between 
t he two is mandatory. 
Harmonizing the budgetary control plan with other 
management control systems is another prior consideration to 
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the effective control of expense. It is essential that the 
budget administrator work closely with those responsible f or 
these functions, particularly with Accounting and Industrial 
Eng ineering . The former will supply the information upon which 
control is based; and the latter will be instrumental in de-
termining sound budget allowances. 
In addition, the effects of cost redu ction programs 
on the annual objective must be closely followed, and the bud-
get figures revised as reductions are effected. Reductions in 
expense, unless compens a.ted by decreases in expense budget al-
lowances, will dist ort the budget picture and result in 
inequities. 
Control cannot be effectively exercised in the ab-
sence of sound budget standa rds. The budget administrator, 
not posses s ing the techniques for scientifically-oriented b u d-
get establishment in his own organization, must work closely 
with those groups which have t he required skill in this area. 
Through Office Systems and Procedu res analysis, the Office 
Methods group can do with staff groups what the Industria l 
Engineering Department does in establishing sound budget 
standards in the operating departments. Application of the 
eng ineered approach serves the objective of flexibility by 
tying each variable item of cost and expense to an indica tor 
of activity. 
It is only when the s e prerequisites to control have 
been satisfied that control can be effective. 
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The distribution of expense control reports, and their 
content, are governed directly by the need of the recipients 
for the information reported. Sound, basic principles must be 
given weight in the design and preparation of reports. It is 
necessary that the formal report system be supported by open 
channels of communication, both up and down the organization, 
if control is to be fully effective. 
The control report system must be organized parallel 
to the organization of responsibility and authority in the 
company. 
Even if all these requirements have been met prac-
tically, unre alistic and arbitrary interpretation and handling 
of variances from budget can impair the program seriously. To 
the extent that the responsible supervisor is subjected to 
pressure, the effect on morale is enervating. 
The need for a perceptive and realistic understanding 
of first-line problems, combined with tact and diplomacy in 
dealing with variations from budget, is basic to the successful 
control of factory expense. 
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